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Joyce Barlow, RN, chosen for first Georgia Nurses Hall of Fame
Joyce Barlow, MBA, MHA, RN, has been elected to the first Georgia Nurses Association’s
Nurses Hall of Fame. She is one of ten nurses from Georgia who were chosen for the honor of
being inducted in the inaugural Hall of Name. The induction ceremony is scheduled for 6:30
p.m. Feb. 10 at the Marcus Tower at Piedmont Atlanta Hospital.
Barlow has worked in Southwest Georgia in several capacities. After receiving her nursing
degree in her home state of Florida, she moved with her husband to his hometown, Albany, in
1978 working as a critical care nurse at Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital. Since 1984 she has
been the CEO/owner of Englewood Health Care in Albany, a private duty and personal support
service company. She then opened Englewood Home Health and Hospice Systems in 1991, the
First African-American Medicare/Medicaid Certified Home Health and Hospice Agency in
Southwest Georgia.
She was named to the Hall of Fame in recognition of her success in explaining and delivering a
message to legislators that resulted in community care providers receiving a rate payment
increase.
Over the years Barlow has worked tirelessly for the education of nursing and medical staff as a
practitioner, business owner, and college faculty member. She has been on local boards and
committees in Southwest Georgia working on causes ranging from protection of victims of
domestic violence, girls and children programs, handicapped and aged programs, public health
and social justice.
Barlow said, “My entire career has been motivated by one thing: service. Not theoretical but
direct and hands-on service.” Throughout 2021 she has been a codirector of a local group,
Neighbor 2 Neighbor, that organized door-to-door canvassers to make COVID vaccinations
available to seniors in remote areas where there was no internet access and, often, no telephone
availability. In addition, Neighbor 2 Neighbor conducted a series of free vaccination clinics at
which Barlow personally gave vaccinations to anyone who showed up.
These efforts attracted the attention of CNN (https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/06/health/ruralvaccination-randolph-county-georgia/index.html?fbclid=IwAR0iAL0uCAWIfvyCioGpcHNtRMhQ12pXitPYyxryBp4BJcdDqL9hCqg_FE) and Albany’s WALB
(https://www.wtvm.com/2021/02/26/randolph-county-neighbor-neighbor-project-helpingseniors-register-covid-vaccine/).
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